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Company Overview
From healthy soil to better vegetables on the shelf, from farmers’ incomes to fair labor
practices, our work brings positive change to people’s lives.
Since 1964, Glimex became one of the most important assets regarding agriculture corps
from our farms at El Beheira Governorate.
Our specialists at the farms are provided with latest techniques and knowledge to stay on
the tight track regarding growing up Vegetables, fruits and citrus indeed.
We’re importing and exporting the finest pieces of Fruits and Vegetables locally and
globally to the best supplier locally and internationally.

Citrus
Glimex is providing internationally one of the most delicious, high quality citrus during the
12 months of the year like: Orange, Mandarin, Lemon and Lime.
We’re import and export Citrus locally and globally because we’re committed to
providing our consumers with the citrus they love, regardless of the season!

Frozen Vegetables and Fruits
Enjoy fresh food from any part of the world all year round with plate freezing technology
from Glimex.
We freeze Fruits, Mixed Vegetables cubes ready to use, and all of them freeze using the
highest techniques to stay fresh and health
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Our Services
We focus on improving agriculture-related products and services by working with traders
Importing and exporting unique pieces of Vegetables, Fruits and citrus
We connect many different farmers todevelop the resources they need to increase
production
We are providing ready packages of frozen products and ready packages of the fresh
products indeed
On another side Glimex has one of the fastest, most secured shipping process
internationally towards any production line.

Vision

Mission

Is to enhance the market share regarding
the exporting field and be one of the
agriculture leaders in Egypt and MENA
region as well

To build its commodity-trading business
primarily on fair supplier-purchaser
relations with farmers and with key traders
between suppliers in the Egyptian and
MENA region. We’re committed to deliver
the high-quality Egyptian fruits and
vegetables to worldwide markets
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Our Techniques
At our company we’re using the latest techniques regarding the farming process itself, our
methods by using wooden boxes and very high technique of packing and storage
equipment to guarantee the aimed gentle storing method of our product.
We are equipped with modern equipment for sorting and packing that makes it possible
to serve the customers efficiently and to guarantee the high product quality.
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Why to choose us?
Anyone would be choosing their favorite brand based on its quality, that’s why that we are
offering various options when it comes to:
Fruits

Vegetables

Citrus

Frozen Product

Each one of these have been grown under control from the best experts in agriculture
corps field.
Glimex offering the full package for you, from farming to packaging to distribute it during
importing & exporting process.
We save your time as you will finally get a final product with the highest quality.
If you’re seeking the best quality with a responsible price, so your definite answer is Glimex
one of the market leaders regarding agriculture corps.
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Our Products
Citrus

Navel orange

Valencia

Balady

Sweet orange
sukkari

Lemon

Mandareen

Fremont

Honey murcott

Fruits

Mango

Pomegranate

Strawberries

Barhi dates

Zaghlol dates

Samani dates

Semi dry dates
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Vegetables

Spring onion - Green onion

Onion

Pepper - Capsicum

Tomato

Lettuce - Iceberg

Hot Chili

Mango

Mixed vegetables

Frozen

Strawberry

Green beans
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